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Weekly Market Flash 
 

Tax Mania! 
November 3, 2017 
 
Like most of our fellow investment practitioners, we subscribe to a variety of daily market digests – those couple 
paragraphs at the market’s opening and closing bell that purport to tell us what’s up, what’s down and why. A brief 
summary of these digests over the course of 2017 might go something along the following lines: la la la la TAXES la 
la la la TAXES la la la…you get the picture. Not corporate earnings, certainly not geopolitics – nothing, it would 
seem, has the power to capture Mr. Market’s undivided attention quite the same way as potential changes to our 
tax code.  
 
Well, this week is one of those times where the subject is front and center as Congress attempts to set the process 
in motion for some kind of tax “reform” before the end of the year. As we write this, more information is coming 
out about what the legislation may, and may not, ultimately include. We should note that it is far from certain that 
anything at all will be accomplished within this year. Taxes affect everyone in some way – individual and institution 
alike – and literally every item on the table will have its share of vocal backers and opponents. Over the coming 
weeks we will share further insights on these developments; our purpose today, though, is to consider at a more 
fundamental level the relationship between taxes, economic activity and markets. 
 
Taxes and Growth  
 
One of the central motivations for just about any attempt at tax reform is to stimulate economic growth. There are 
plenty of competing ideologies about this – and it matters for purposes of the discussion whether we are talking 
about the short term or the long term. But one reasonable question to ask would be how relevant a factor tax 
rates have been as an influencer of growth over the long term. The chart below illustrates year-on-year GDP 
growth in the US since 1950, along with the top marginal (individual) tax rate over the same period.  
 

 
Source: MVF Research, FactSet, Wolters Kluwer CCH 

 
Top tax rates on wealthy individuals were very high – 91 percent in the 1950s and a bit lower (77 and then 70 
percent after 1964) before coming down to 50 percent in the first wave of Reagan-era tax reform in the 1980s. 
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Subsequently they have fluctuated between the high and the low 30s through the successive policies of the 
Clinton, Bush and Obama administrations. What conclusions could be drawn from the impact of alternative tax 
regimes on long term economic growth? In our opinion only one; namely, that any correlation between marginal 
tax rates and growth is very weak, at best. The high rates of GDP growth in the 1950s and 1960s took place neither 
because of nor in spite of high taxes, but for a whole host of other reasons based on global economic conditions at 
the time.  
 
The same could be said when considering the economic growth spurt of the 1990s, after the Clinton administration 
had raised taxes in 1993: the growth happened because of many different variables at play, and taxes were at best 
a peripheral consideration. It is particularly important to keep this absence of causation or even correlation in 
mind when we are told by policymakers that any revenue lost from tax rate reduction will pay for itself from higher 
growth. That’s ideology – but the numbers simply aren’t there to back it up, and not for lack of ample data. 
 
Taxes and Earnings 
 
Individual tax rates are only part of the equation, of course. A big part of the market’s focus this year has been on 
corporate taxes. The statutory US corporate tax rate of 35 percent is high by world standards, so the argument 
goes that reducing this rate to something more competitive (with 20 percent being the number floated in the 
current version of the plan being floated by Congress) would be a powerful catalyst to grow US corporate earnings. 
How does this claim stack up? 
 
At one level the math is fairly simple. Earnings per share, the most common number to which investors refer to 
measure the relationship between a company’s profits and its stock price (expressed as the P/E ratio), is an after-
tax number. If Company XYZ paid 35 percent of its operating profits to the tax man last year, but this year Uncle 
Sam only gets 20 percent of those profits, then the other 15 percent is a windfall that goes straight to the bottom 
line (to be retained for future growth or paid out to shareholders at the discretion of Company XYZ’s 
management). That growth – all else remaining equal – will make XYZ’s shares seem more reasonably priced, 
hence, good for investors. 
 
There are two things to bear in mind here. First, that tax windfall happens only once in terms of year-on-year 
growth comparisons. Once the new rate sets in, XYZ will get no future automatic tailwind from taxes (i.e., EPS 
growth will then depend on the usual revenue and cost trends that drive value). Second, the potential ongoing 
benefits from the lower tax rate (e.g. a larger number of economically viable investment projects) will depend on 
many factors other than the tax rate. It’s not irrelevant: taxes do figure into net present value and weighted 
average cost of capital, which in turn are common metrics for go / no-go decisions on new projects. But many 
other variable are also at play. 
 
The other issue with regard to the statutory tax rate is that it is a fairly poor yardstick for what most companies 
actually pay in taxes. The mind-numbing complexity of the US tax code derives from the many deductions and 
loopholes and credits and other goodies that influential corporate lobbyists have won for their clients over the 
years. The influence of these groups is already on display: the US homebuilder industry, for example, has come out 
vehemently against some of the proposed changes being floated by policymakers. Time will tell how successful any 
new legislation will be at productively broadening the base (i.e. reducing the loopholes and exclusions).  
 
So what’s the takeaway? There are many miles to go before the proposal coming out today arrives at any kind of 
legislative certainty. As managers of portfolios invested for long term financial objectives, our views on taxes focus 
largely on how they impact, or do not impact, key economic drivers over the long term. We will continue to share 
with you our views as this process continues. 
 
Masood Vojdani  Katrina Lamb, CFA 
President & CEO Head of Investment Strategy & Research  
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Investment Advisory Services offered through MV Capital Management, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor.  MV Financial 
Group, Inc. and MV Capital Management, Inc. are independently owned and operated. 
  
Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments involve varying 
degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or 
product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by  MV Capital Management, 
Inc.), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this newsletter will be profitable, equal 
any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove 
successful.  Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be 
reflective of current opinions or positions.  Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in 
this newsletter serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from MV Capital Management, 
Inc. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her 
individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing.  MV Capital 
Management, Inc. is neither a law firm nor a certified public accounting firm and no portion of the newsletter content should 
be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of the MV Capital Management, Inc.’s current written disclosure statement 
discussing our advisory services and fees is available for review upon request. 


